
Index

adaptive convergence, simulations of
early land plant evolution 64, 63, 65,
66, 67

adaptive evolution see optimization
adaptive evolutionary walks, simulations

of early land plant evolution
55–6, 52

adaptive landscape, alteration by key
innovations 138

adaptive radiation, morphospace
occupancy patterns 112–13

adaptive radiation potential, impact of
innovations 138

antithetic argument, primacy of form versus
function 47–8, 79

ants (whole group), model systems 35–6
apomorphy, in functional analysis

178–9
Arber, Agnes 47
Archaeopteryx 307.16
Aristotle 47
ascidians, model systems 34
avian digit homology problem
Axis Shift Hypothesis 155–7, 159–62
conflict between evolutionary and

developmental evidence 153–4
dissociation between digit origin and

digit identity 162–5
distinction between evidence and

non-evidence 168–71
Frame Shift Hypothesis 155–7, 162–5
homeotic transformations 162–4
Hox gene expression and digit identity

165, 166
importance for evolutionary

developmental biology 154–5

Pyramid Reduction Hypothesis 155,
157–9

questioning the inferences from
developmental data 155–7

questioning the inferences from
paleontological data 155

theropod derivation of birds 155
theropod digit identity 157–9
ways to resolve the conflict 155–7

Axis Shift Hypothesis 155–7, 159–62

Baer, Karl-Ernst von 14
von Baerian recapitulation 104

behavior
as integrator of form and function 31–2
phenotypic plasticity 31–2
see also social insect behavior

Bicyclus anynana
correlations between trait values 202–6
developmental constraints 202–6

Bicyclus anynana wings
artificial selection for eyespot traits

117–22
consequences of artificial morphological

changes 124–8
developmental genetics 116–17
evolution of allometries 124–8
eyespot developmental genetics 117–22
morphogenesis 116–17
morphospace occupancy patterns (case

studies) 113, 116–17
pattern formation 116–17
wing loading 126–8

Bicyclus butterflies 116
bilaterian metazoan evolution, fossil

record 91, 92–3
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Bilaterogastrea theory 90–1
biomass partitioning patterns in plant

species 50, 64–77
comparison of spermatophytes and

non-spermatophytes 68
developmental constraint hypothesis

75–6
evidence for a canonical pattern 69–75,

69, 71, 72, 73, 74
functional equivalence hypothesis 75–6,

76–7, 69
latitude in functional equivalence

76–7, 69
scaling of seed plant (spermatophyte)

patterns 64–8
birds, theropod derivation 155 see also

avian digit homology problem
Blastaea (proposed primitive animal form)

84, 85, 90–1
Bock, Walter (evolutionary systematist),

dispute with Joel Cracraft (cladist)
176–7, 178 see also evolutionary
systematists; functional analysis;
transformational model of change

Botrychium virginianum (fern) 70, 71
Brownian motion, model of trait evolution

140–1, 142, 148–9
Brownian rate parameter 140–1, 142
Brownie computer program 148–9
burden concept 29
butterfly wings see Bicyclus anynana wings

Caenorhabditis elegans (nematode)
direct development 89
model system 34

Cain, Arthur 114
Cambrian fossil record, bilaterian

metazoan evolution 91, 92–3
Cassirer, Ernst 10
Caulerpa prolifera 62, 71, 72, 73, 74
Chalcides chalcides see Italian three-toed

skink
chick (Gallus gallus), model system 34
cladistic challenge to functional analysis

(Cracraft) 188–94
decoupling of macroevolutionary and

microevolutionary trends 190–4
Wright's Rule 190–4, 194–8

cladists
dispute with evolutionary systematists

176–7

objections to functional analysis 177–8
origins 177–8
parsimony principle 177–8
see also taxic model of change

cnidarian (Nematostella), model system 35
Coleman, William 10
comparative anatomy
emergence as a science 12–14
work of Cuvier 13

comparative approaches in Evo Devo
research 20

comparative embryology
challenges to the Modern Synthesis

17–18
in evolutionary morphology 15

computational research within Evo Devo
23–4

computer simulations see simulations of
early land plant evolution

conceptual/philosophical analysis, role in
Evo Devo 19

constraint selection (natural selection of
constraints) 206–8

and evolvability 208
unit of selection (legacy) 207–8

constraints
concept 28, 29
correlations between trait values 202–6
differences in scope 209
hierarchy 208–10
influence on natural selection 201–2
negative correlations between trait

values 208–10
selection under constraint 202–6
see also developmental constraints

convergent evolution, sea urchin larvae
97, 99

Cooksonia 56–8, 57, 58, 59
Cope's rule 193
Cracraft, Joel (cladist), dispute with Walter

Bock (evolutionary systematist) 176–7,
178 see also cladists; taxic model of
evolution

Cuvier, Georges 12–14, 47

Darwin, Charles 13
influences from embryology 14–15
influences on the theory of evolution

14–15
problem of origin of variation 16, 32–3
theory of common descent 201–2
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Darwinism, dissatisfaction with 16
Davidson, Eric 38
development
modes of development 88–90
roles in evolution 83–6

developmental bias or drive, influence on
morphospace occupancy patterns
112–13, 113–14

developmental biology
challenges to the Modern Synthesis

17–18
model systems 34

developmental biology research approach,
integration with evolutionary biology
approach 23–4

developmental constraints
and phenotypic variation 26
concept 28, 29
hypothesis, biomass partitioning patterns

in plant species 75–6
on genotype to phenotype relationship

86–8
see also constraints

developmental differentiation, gene
regulatory networks 11–12

developmental genetics
approaches to echinoderm larval

evolution 101–4
influences on Evo Devo 18

developmental physiological genetics
16–18

developmental systems
influence on genotype–phenotype

relation 25–6
research on origins and evolution 25

digit identity see avian digit homology
problem; Italian three-toed skink

direct-developing larvae in sea urchins 97
direct development 89–90
diversity comparative analysis 138–47
consequences of innovation 138–9
feeding mechanism evolution in

parrotfish (case study) 141–7, 148
morphological diversity (rate of

morphological evolution) 139–41
Dobzhansky, Theodosius 17
dog (Canis familiaris), model system 35
Driesch, Hans 29
Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly)
genetics of wing development 116
model system 34–5

dung beetle (Onthophagus)
constraint selection 206–7, 208
hierarchy of constraints 208–10
model system 35

duplication events 134–6

echinoid fossil record 94, 95
embryology

emergence as a science 14
influence on Darwin's theories 14–15
recapitulation theories 14

emergence concept 28
environmental factors

Evo Devo research 26
role in development and evolution 26

Eoraptor 157–9
equilibrium concept of organism and

environment 49
Equisetum arvense (horsetail) 70, 71
Erwin, Douglas 38
Erythrogramma spp. (sea urchins), model

system 34
evidence and non-evidence, distinction

between 168–71
Evo Devo (evolutionary developmental

biology)
challenges in the twenty-first century

19–20
challenges to the Modern Synthesis

17–18
emergence of the discipline 16–18
integration of developmental and

evolutionary approaches 36–9
integration of different perspectives

18–20
integration of perspectives on form and

function 11–12
mechanistic framework for integration of

form and function 36–9 see also
mechanistic Evo Devo

role of conceptual/philosophical
analysis 19

role of historical analysis 19
support from developmental genetics

discoveries 18
twentieth-century origins 16–18

Evo Devo research programs 20–5
comparative program 20
evolutionary developmental genetics

22–3
experimental program 20–2
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Evo Devo research programs (cont.)
integration of developmental and

evolutionary biology approaches
23–4

model organisms 21
regulatory gene networks 22–3
theoretical and computational program

23–4
Evo Devo research questions 25–8
genotype–phenotype relation 25–6
origin and evolution of developmental

systems 25
origin of evolutionary novelties 27
patterns of phenotypic variation 26
phenotypic evolution focus 27
problem of homology 25
role of environment in development and

evolution 26
Evo Devo synthesis
conceptual obstacles 27–8
regulatory evolution concept 28

Evo Devo unifying themes 28–33
innovation 32–3
modularity 30–1
phenotypic plasticity 31–2
regulation 29–30
regulatory evolution concept 28

evolution
gene regulatory networks 11–12
roles for development 83–6

evolution of novel features
quantitative trait locus mapping (QTL

mapping) 100
sea urchin larvae 99–101

evolutionary biology research approach,
integration with developmental
biology approach 23–4

evolutionary developmental biology,
challenges to the Modern Synthesis
17–18 see also Evo Devo

evolutionary developmental genetics, Evo
Devo research program 22–3

evolutionary mechanisms 106
internal mechanisms 16

evolutionary morphology
homologies 15
reconstruction of phylogenies 15
role of comparative embryology 15

evolutionary novelties, origins of 27, 32–3
evolutionary synthesis see Modern

Synthesis

evolutionary systematists, dispute with
cladists 176–7 see also functional
analysis

evolutionary theory and ontogeny 86–8
evolvability
and selection of constraints 208
concept 28, 29
influence on morphospace occupancy

patterns 113–14
of development 86–8

experimental approach in Evo Devo
research 20–2

experimental biology
emergence of 15
emphasis on mechanistic models and

explanations 15
progress in the twentieth century 16

form, determinant of potential function
132–3

form and function
antithetic argument 47–8, 79
nineteenth-century search for

explanations 12–15
origins of twentieth-century Evo Devo

16–18
traditional problems in biology 12–15
use as an organizing principle 10–11

form and function integration, proposed
mechanistic framework 36–9
see also mechanistic Evo Devo

form–function map 132–3
effects of many-to-one mapping 136–8

Frame Shift Hypothesis 155–7, 162–5
frog (Xenopus laevis), model system 34
fruit fly see Drosophila melanogaster
function, potential determined by form

132–3
functional analysis, debate between cladists

and evolutionary systematists 176–7,
177–8

functional analysis (Bock's framework)
177–88

adaptive analysis 182
apomorphy 178–9
biological role associated with a feature

182
character transformation sequence

184–8
cladist objections 177–8, 178
cladistic challenge from Cracraft 188–94
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faculty (form–function complex) 181–2
form of a feature 181
function of a feature 181
functional (adaptive) analysis

components 180
historical hypotheses 180
homology 178–9
homology hypothesis testing 183–4
homoplasy 178–9
hypotheses about taxonomic properties

of characters 179–80
phylogenetic hypotheses 178–9
plesiomorphy 178–9
polarity (direction) of transformation

184, 187
process hypotheses 180
symplesiomorphy 178–9
synapomorphy 178–9
taxonomic properties of shared

characters 178–9
functional anatomy
emergence as a science 12–14
work of Cuvier 13

functional decoupling 135–6
functional equivalence hypothesis, biomass

partitioning patterns in plant species
75–6, 76–7, 69

functional morphology
optimization models 48–50
paradigm approach 48, 56, 57, 59,

61, 62
role of historical factors 48–9
role of phyletic legacy 48–9

Gastraea (proposed primitive animal form)
84–6, 90–1

Gegenbaur, Karl 15
gene co-option, in larval evolution 92–3,

94–6
gene expression patterns, and phenotypic

differences 20
gene regulation, role in development 18
gene regulatory networks 11–12, 29–30
conservation 37
evolutionary modifications in larval

development 100–1, 101–4
structured complexity 37–9
see also regulatory gene networks

gene regulatory systems
evolution of indirect development

91–3

gene co-option in echinoid larval
evolution 94–6

gene co-option in larval evolution 92–3
Haeckelian perspective 91

genetic channeling, influence on
morphospace occupancy patterns
112–13, 113–14

genetic toolkit for development 18, 22
genetics

developmental physiological genetics
16–18

emergence of 16
genotype–phenotype map 25–6

modular architecture 31
genotype–phenotype relation

developmental constraints 86–8
Evo Devo research 25–6
influence of developmental system 25–6

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von 12–14
Goldschmidt, Richard 16–17

Haeckel, Ernst 15
recapitulation theory 83–6, 85, 90–1,

104–6
Haeckelian perspective, larval evolution

90–1, 85
Hamilton, W. D. 218, 219
Heliconius butterflies 116
Heliocidaris erythrogramma (sea urchin)

evolution of larval gene regulatory
systems 100–1, 101–4

insights from hybridization experiments
97–9, 95

larval evolution 93–4, 94–6
model system 93–4, 94–6, 95

Heliocidaris tuberculata (sea urchin)
larval development 100–1
larval evolution 94–6
insights from hybridization experiments

95, 97–9
Hennig, Willi 177–8
Herrerasaurus 308.9
heterochrony concept 28, 29, 99–100
hierarchy concept 28, 29
historical analysis, role in Evo Devo 19
historical legacy

role in models of morphology 48–9
role in plant form–function evolution

78–9
historically contingent effects, simulations

of early land plant evolution 60–4
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Holopneustes purpurescens (sea urchin) 99
homeotic transformations 162–4
homology
biological homology concept 25
concept 28, 29
historical homology concept 25
importance in evolutionary morphology

15
in functional analysis 178–9
problem in Evo Devo research 25
see also avian digit homology problem;

Italian three-toed skink
homoplasy, in functional analysis 178–9
honey bee (Apis mellifera), model system

35–6
horse evolution 192–3, 194
Hox genes
gene expression and digit identity 165, 166
role and conservation 18, 22, 24, 37

Hupertzia lucidulum (lycopod) 70, 71

ªidealistic morphologyº 16
indirect development 88–9, 89–90
evolution of 91–3

innovation (origin of evolutionary
novelties) 32–3, 133–8

breakthroughs that change the adaptive
landscape 138

concept 28
consequences for diversity 138–9
effects on morphological diversity 134–6
effects on the potential morphospace

134–6
functional decoupling 135–6
growing the theoretical morphospace

134–6
impact on potential for radiation 138
importance of the form–function map

136–8
key innovations 138
major innovations 138
many-to-one mapping of form to

function 136–8, 137
origin of jaws in vertebrates 138
powered flight in birds 136, 138
segmentation 134–6
structural duplication or subdivision

events 134–6
innovation and diversity, feeding

mechanism evolution in parrotfish
(case study) 141–7, 148

Italian three-toed skink (Luscengola;
Chalcides chalcides) digit identity

conflicting evidence 165–8
distinction between evidence and

non-evidence 168–71

Kant, Immanuel 13
key innovations 138
Kühn, Alfred 16–17

Laminaria 70, 71
larval evolution (echinoderms),

developmental-genetic approaches
101–4

larval evolution (sea urchins) 85, 90–3
convergent evolution 99
convergent evolution of direct-

developing larvae 97
evolution of novel larval features 99–101
experimental study of rapid larval

evolution 93–6, 95, 96
gene co-option 94–6, 95, 96
gene co-option candidates 93
insights from experimental hybridization

95, 97–9
non-feeding larvae 94–6
rates of evolution 98–9
regulatory changes in sea urchin hybrids

97–9, 95
larval forms, application of recapitulation

theory 84–6, 85
larval modes of development 88–90
Luscengola see Italian three-toed skink
Lycopodium lucidulum see Hupertzia

lucidulum

major innovations 138
many-to-one mapping of form to function

136–8
mathematical biology 16
Mayr, Ernst 10
mechanistic Evo Devo
causal aspects of form and function

213–15
concern over gene-centrism 215–17
concern over reductionism in gene

regulatory networks approach
215–17

framework for integration of form and
function 36–9

future directions 222–3
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integration of form-related and function-
related causes 213–15

inter-level aspect 216–17
levels of development problem in social

insects 217–21
mechanisms and levels of organization

215–17
social insect behavior development and

levels of organization 217–21
mechanistic models and explanations,

emphasis in experimental biology 15
mechanistic theory of developmental

evolution 11–12
Mendel's laws of inheritance 16
metamorphosis, work of Goethe 13–14
Mimulus cardinalis (monkeyflower) 100
Mimulus lewisii (monkeyflower) 100
model organisms in experimental research

21, 116–17 see also model systems for
Evo Devo

model systems for Evo Devo 33–6
ants (whole group) 35–6
ascidians 34
chick (Gallus gallus) 34
cnidarian (Nematostella) 35
components of a model system 35
developmental biology model systems 34
dog (Canis familiaris) 35
dung beetle (Onthophagus) 35
Erythrogramma spp. (sea urchins) 34
features of a perfect system 35
frog (Xenopus laevis) 34
fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster) 34–5
Heliocidaris erythrogramma (sea urchin)

93–4, 94–6
honey bee (Apis mellifera) 35–6
mouse (Mus musculis) 34
mustard (Arabidopsis thaliana) 34
nematode (Caenorhabditis elegans) 34
purple sea urchin (Strongylocentrotus

purpuratus) 34
sea urchins 34, 93–4, 94–6
selection of an appropriate system 33–4
social insects 35–6
three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus

aculeatus) 35
zebrafish (Danio rerio) 34–5

Modern Synthesis 14–15
challenges from evolutionary

developmental biology (later Evo
Devo) 17–18

re-evaluation in light of genetics
discoveries 18

view of evolution 17
modularity concept 28, 30–1
Monotropa uniflora 59–60, 71
morphological diversity (rate of

morphological evolution) 139–41
Brownian motion model of trait

evolution 140–1, 142, 148–9
Brownian rate parameter 140–1, 142
comparison of rates of trait evolution

140–1, 142
effects of innovation 134–6
effects of phylogenetic history 140–1, 142
metrics 139–40
parrotfish feeding mechanism evolution

rate (case study) 141–7, 148
range metric 139
variance of traits metric 140–1, 142

morphological variation patterns see
morphospace occupancy patterns

morphology
challenges to the Modern Synthesis

17–18
emergence as a science 12–14

morphospace occupancy patterns
adaptive radiation 112–13
advantages and limitations of artificial

selection techniques 122–4
allometry involving butterfly wings

124–8
artificial selection for Bicyclus eyespot

traits 117–22
axes of least resistance 112–13
case studies on butterfly wings 113,

116–17
case studies on snail shape and size

114–16
consequences of artificial morphological

changes 124–8
influence of developmental bias or drive

112–13, 113–14
influence of evolvability 113–14
influence of genetic channeling 112–13,

113–14
influence of natural selection of

adaptations 112–13
origins of phenotypic variation 112–13

mouse (Mus musculis), model system 34
mustard (Arabidopsis thaliana), model

system 34
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natural selection
arguments for additional evolutionary

mechanisms 16
influence of constraints 201–2
influence on morphospace occupancy

patterns 112–13
relationship with developmental

constraints 202–6, 203, 204
unit of selection for constraints (legacy)

207–8
units of selection debate 207–8

near-decomposability concept 31
nematode (Caenorhabditis elegans)
direct development 89
model system 34

Onthophagus acuminatus (dung beetle)
constraint selection 206–7, 208
hierarchy of constraints 208–10
model system 35

ontogeny and evolutionary theory 86–8
optimization, role in plant form–function

evolution 78–9
optimization models in functional

morphology 48–50
disregard for phyletic legacy 48–9
see also biomass partitioning patterns in

plant species; simulations of early
land plant evolution

paleontology
challenges to the Modern Synthesis

17–18
evolutionary changes in morphology 86

paradigm approach to functional
morphology (Rudwick) 48, 56, 57, 59,
61, 62

parrotfish (Scaridae), feeding mechanism
evolution rate (case study) 141–7, 148

phenotypic differences
and gene expression patterns 20
comparative research 20

phenotypic evolution
evolution of developmental systems 25
focus in Evo Devo research 27
gene regulation in development 18
gene regulatory networks 11–12
genetic toolkit concept 18
mechanistic theory 29–30

phenotypic plasticity concept 31–2 see also
plasticity concept

phenotypic variation
developmental constraints 26
origin of novel traits 16, 27
role of environmental factors 26

phenotypic variation patterns 16
Evo Devo research 26

philosophical analysis, role in Evo
Devo 19

phyletic legacy, role in models of
morphology 48–9

phylogenetic systematists see cladists
phylogenies, comparative research

program 20
phylogeny reconstruction, evolutionary

morphology 15
plant evolution see simulations of early land

plant evolution
plant form–function evolution
role of historical legacy 78–9
role of optimization 78–9

plasticity concept 28 see also phenotypic
plasticity concept

plesiomorphy, in functional analysis
178–9

pluteus larva 93–4, 94–6
potential function space 132–3
potential morphospace, effects of

innovation 134–6
Pre-Cambrian fossil record, bilaterian

metazoan evolution 91, 92–3
Precis coenia 208–9
primary larvae, mode of development

88–9, 89–90
primary larval forms
evolution of 91–3
Haeckelian perspective 91

Pseudoboletia maculata (sea urchin) 99
Psilotum nudum 60, 74
purple sea urchin (Strongylocentrotus

purpuratus), model system 34
Pyramid Reduction Hypothesis 155,

157–9

quantitative trait locus mapping (QTL
mapping) 100

rates of evolution, sea urchin larvae
evolution 98–9

rates of trait evolution, comparison of
140–1, 142

Raup, David 114–16
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recapitulation theory
in embryology 14
influence of 83–6
larval evolution 85, 90–1

regulation concept in development and
evolution 29–30

regulatory evolution concept 28
regulatory gene networks 29–30
discovery of 18
Evo Devo research 22–3
see also gene regulatory networks

regulatory machinery see gene regulatory
networks; regulatory gene networks

regulatory networks concept 28
robustness concept 28, 29
Rudwick's paradigm method (functional

morphology) 48, 56, 57, 59,
61, 62

Russell, Edward Stuart 10

Saccorhiza 60, 71
sea urchins
convergent evolution of direct-

developing larvae 97
fossil record 94, 95
gene co-option candidates 93
insights from experimental hybridization

95, 97–9
model systems 34, 93–4, 94–6
see also larval evolution (sea urchins)

secondary larvae, mode of development 88,
89–90

segmentation (as innovation) 134–6
Simon, Herbert 31
simulations of early land plant evolution 50,

50–64
adaptive convergence 64, 63, 65,

66, 67
adaptive evolutionary walks 55–6, 52
early vascular plant morphospace 51–3,

52, 53
historically contingent effects 60–4
maximization and optimization in stable

landscapes 56–60, 57, 59, 61, 62,
58, 52

optimization in unstable (shifting)
landscapes 60–4, 63, 65, 66, 67

relative fitness and fitness landscapes
53–5

snail shape and size, morphospace
occupancy patterns 114–16

social behavior
emergence of 31–2
phenotypic plasticity 31–2

social insect behavior 217–21
Evo Devo approach to colonies and

individuals 219–21
Evo Devo approach to levels of

development 219–21
historical context of study 217–19
kin-selection theory 217–19
problem with definition of fitness 217
study of social behavior 31–2
superorganism theory 217–19

social insects, model systems 35–6
Steganotheca, 52, 56–8, 57, 58, 59
structural genes in vertebrate

genomes 22
symplesiomorphy, in functional analysis

178–9
synapomorphy

in functional analysis 178–9
parrotfish (Scaridae) pharyngeal jaw

143, 144

taxic model of change (Cracraft) 177
taxic model of evolution (Cracraft)

relation to Wright's Rule 194–8
speciation and species level processes

194–8
theoretical research within Evo Devo

23–4
theory of evolution, influence of

embryology 14–15
theropod derivation of birds 155
theropod digit identity 157–9
Thompson, D'Arcy 16, 49
three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus

aculeatus)
model system 35
morphological diversification 100

transformational model of change 177 see
also evolutionary systematists;
functional analysis

transformational model of macroevolution,
cladist objections 194–8

Trochaea 90–1

unifying themes see Evo Devo unifying
themes

Urbilateria (reconstructed ancestral
condition) 22
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variance of traits metric 140–1, 142
variation, origin and patterns of 16
von Baer, Karl-Ernst 14
von Baerian recapitulation 104

Wheeler, W. M. 218–19

Wilson, Edmund Beecher 10
Wright's Rule 190–4, 194–8

Xenoturbella 92

zebrafish (Danio rerio), model system 34–5
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